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FIELD INTEGRAL EQUATION VIA TRANSFORMA-
TIONS INTO NORMAL EQUATIONS
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Abstract—We consider the solution of electromagnetics problems
involving perfectly conducting objects formulated with the electric-field
integral equation (EFIE). Dense matrix equations obtained from the
discretization of EFIE are solved iteratively by the generalized minimal
residual (GMRES) algorithm accelerated with a parallel multilevel fast
multipole algorithm. We show that the number of iterations is halved
by transforming the original matrix equations into normal equations.
This way, memory required for the GMRES algorithm is reduced by
more than 50%, which is significant when the problem size is large.

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface integral equations, namely, the electric-field integral equation
(EFIE), the magnetic-field integral equation (MFIE), and the
combined-field integral equation (CFIE), are commonly used to
formulate electromagnetics problems involving perfectly conducting
objects [1, 10]. Discretizations of those formulations lead to dense
matrix equations, which can be solved iteratively by using Krylov-
subspace algorithms [14]. MFIE and CFIE are applicable only to
closed surfaces, whereas EFIE can be applied to both open and closed
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2130 Ergül and Gürel

surfaces. Therefore, thin conductors that are modeled as open surfaces
must be formulated with EFIE [15, 16]. On the other hand, EFIE
usually produces ill-conditioned matrix equations that are difficult to
solve iteratively [2, 3, 21], even with acceleration methods such as the
multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) [4, 11, 12, 17–20].

As the problem size grows and the number of unknowns increases,
it becomes critical to reduce the iteration counts as much as possible
to obtain efficient solutions. Naturally, the number of iterations
depends on the type of the iterative solver. In the literature, various
Krylov-subspace algorithms, such as conjugate gradient squared
(CGS), biconjugate gradient (BiCG), biconjugate gradient stabilized
(BiCGStab), generalized minimal residual (GMRES), least-squares QR
(LSQR), quasi-minimal residual (QMR), and transpose-free QMR are
available to solve non-Hermitian matrix equations derived from the
discretization of surface formulations [5–7]. Recently, we showed that
LSQR performs better than the other algorithms (except for GMRES)
for the solution of scattering problems formulated with EFIE [8].
For a class of problems, only the GMRES algorithm provides faster
solutions than LSQR at the cost of increased memory usage. Solutions
with LSQR correspond to transforming the original equations into
normal equations and solving the resulting Hermitian systems with
a conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm [5]. We also showed that the
improved convergence of LSQR is due to the favourable properties of
the transformation into normal equations for EFIE [8].

For iterative solutions of EFIE, GMRES is usually an optimal
algorithm in terms of the solution time. In addition to the
improved convergence rate, GMRES requires only one matrix-
vector multiplication per iteration, as opposed to the other iterative
algorithms. However, as a major disadvantage, GMRES requires larger
memory than the others. Memory used by GMRES increases linearly
as the iterations proceed, and it becomes substantial when the problem
size is large. For large problems, however, memory is usually more
critical than the processing time and the available memory should
be used economically. It is possible to set a maximum memory for
GMRES and restart the algorithm whenever required, i.e., when there
is no more available memory. On the other hand, restarting GMRES
reduces the fast convergence rate offered by this algorithm.

In this paper, we employ GMRES without a restart for the solution
of normal equations obtained with EFIE. Transforming an original
matrix equation into a normal equation, the iterative convergence of
GMRES is improved and the number of iterations is approximately
halved. Since the number of matrix-vector multiplications per iteration
is doubled at the same time, the processing time does not decrease
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Solutions of EFIE via transformations into normal equations 2131

significantly. On the other hand, for large problems, memory required
for GMRES is reduced by more than 50%, which is significant
compared to the total memory used for the solution.

2. TRANSFORMATION INTO NORMAL EQUATIONS

Discretization of EFIE leads to N × N dense matrix equations in the
form of

Z̄ · a = v, (1)

where Z̄ represents the impedance matrix, v represents the right-hand-
side vector due to excitations, and a is the unknown coefficient vector.
In frequency domain, Z̄, a, and v involve complex numbers. Using a
Galerkin scheme for the discretization of EFIE, Z̄ is symmetric, but
not Hermitian. Instead of solving the original matrix equation in (1),
we can solve the normal equation

Z̄∗ · Z̄ · a = Z̄∗ · v, (2)

where ‘∗’ represents the complex-conjugate operation. We note that
the transformed matrix equation involves a Hermitian matrix, i.e.,
Ȳ = Z̄∗ · Z̄ is symmetric and Ȳ∗ = Ȳ.

For large-scale problems, we accelerate the iterative solutions
using MLFMA [4]. For an N × N dense matrix equation, MLFMA
performs the matrix-vector multiplications required by the iterative
solver in O(N log N) time using O(N log N) memory. For the normal
equation in (2), matrix-vector multiplications are performed as

y∗ = Z̄ · (Z̄ · x)∗, (3)

where x and y are input and output vectors, respectively. This way, an
ordinary MLFMA constructed for the original matrix Z̄ is used twice
without any modification.

It is well-known that the transformation into normal equations
increases the condition number of the linear system. Specifically, the
condition number of the transformed matrix Z̄∗ · Z̄ is the square of the
condition number of the original matrix Z̄. On the other hand, the
convergence rate of an iterative solution is not strictly correlated with
the condition number. In fact, as discussed in [8], transformations into
normal equations can accelerate the iterative solutions of EFIE. As an
example, we present the solution of a scattering problem involving a
5λ × 2.5λ × 0.5λ perfectly conducting box in free space, where λ is
the wavelength. As depicted in Fig. 1(a), the box is illuminated by
a plane wave propagating in the −z direction with the electric field
polarized in the y direction. Since the object is modelled as a closed
surface, the scattering problem can be formulated with both EFIE
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2132 Ergül and Gürel

Figure 1. (a) Scattering problem involving a 5λ×2.5λ×0.5λ perfectly
conducting box illuminated by a plane wave propagating in the −z
direction with the electric field polarized in the y direction. (b)
Iterative solutions of the scattering problem in Fig. 1(a), when the
problem is formulated with EFIE and CFIE, and CGS is applied to
the ordinary and normal equations.

and CFIE. Discretizations of the integral equations and the box with
the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) functions on λ/10 triangles lead to
matrix equations involving 11,256 unknowns. Fig. 1(b) depicts the
iterative solutions of the scattering problem when the CGS algorithm
is applied to the ordinary and transformed (normal) matrix equations.
In each case, the residual error is plotted as a function of iterations
until the error is decreased to less than 10−6. Fig. 1(b) shows that,
with the transformation into normal equations, CFIE has a slower
convergence compared to its ordinary solution. Specifically, for the
CFIE formulation, the number of iterations to reduce the residual error
to less than 10−6 is 21 and 32 when CGS is applied to the ordinary
and normal equations, respectively. However, in the case of EFIE, the
transformation leads to faster convergence than the ordinary solution,
and the number of iterations is drastically reduced from 1211 to 149.
In other words, the solution of EFIE is significantly improved by the
transformation into normal equations.

As presented in Fig. 1, favourable properties of the transformation
into normal equations for EFIE are clearly observed when the
solutions are performed by CGS. On the other hand, in terms of
the processing time, GMRES is usually the optimal iterative solver
for EFIE [13]. Hence, it is essential to demonstrate the improvement
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Solutions of EFIE via transformations into normal equations 2133

Figure 2. Scattering problems involving an a × a square patch.

by the transformation when the solutions are performed by GMRES.
In fact, as demonstrated in the next section, the transformation into
normal equations can substantially reduce the memory required by
GMRES.

3. RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the improved GMRES solutions of EFIE
via transformations into normal equations, we consider the solution
of scattering problems involving a square perfectly conducting patch,
as depicted in Fig. 2. The size of the patch a changes from 12λ to
30λ and it is located in free space. The patch is illuminated by a
plane wave with normal incidence. Discretizations of EFIE and the
patch geometry with the RWG functions on λ/10 triangles lead to
matrix equations involving 49,200 to 310,382 unknowns. Problems
are solved by using a parallel implementation of MLFMA [9] on a
cluster of 16 AMD Opteron 870 processors. Table 1 lists the number
of iterations for 10−6 residual error, solution time in seconds (s), and
memory in megabytes (MB) per processor, when GMRES is used to
solve the original and transformed (normal) matrix equations. Only
the memory required for GMRES is considered. Applying GMRES on
normal equations (denoted as GMRES-NE), the number of iterations
is reduced by 53–59%, compared to the conventional solutions. The
processing time, however, does not decrease by the same amount, since
the number of matrix-vector multiplications per iteration is doubled
for GMRES-NE. Nevertheless, for the largest problem discretized with
310,383 unknowns, the processing time is reduced by 17%, while the
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2134 Ergül and Gürel

Table 1. Solutions of scattering problems involving a patch geometry
of various sizes.

GMRES
Size N Iterations Time (s) Memory (MB)

12λ × 12λ 49,200 620 568 30
18λ × 18λ 111,405 776 2372 81
20λ × 20λ 137,792 793 2635 107
25λ × 25λ 215,338 877 4232 180
30λ × 30λ 310,383 991 6070 290

GMRES-NE
Size N Iterations Time (s) Memory (MB)

12λ × 12λ 49,200 254 445 13
18λ × 18λ 111,405 335 1959 36
20λ × 20λ 137,792 360 2269 49
25λ × 25λ 215,338 413 3620 87
30λ × 30λ 310,383 467 5016 139

number of matrix-vector multiplications decreases only by 6%. This
is because the cost of GMRES itself increases quadratically with the
number of iterations [6]. Hence reducing the number of iterations
is preferable, even when the number of matrix-vector multiplications
does not decrease significantly. Finally, Table 1 shows that memory
required for GMRES is reduced by 52–57%. For the largest problem,
MLFMA itself requires only 135 MB memory per processor. Then, the
total memory usage (including GMRES and MLFMA) per processor is
reduced from 425 MB to 274 MB, just by solving the normal equation
instead of the original equation with GMRES.

The transformation into normal equations proposed in this paper
reduces the memory required by GMRES without deteriorating its fast
convergence rate. In fact, as demonstrated in the previous example,
the processing time is slightly reduced by the transformation. A
common practice in the literature to reduce memory required for
GMRES is restarting the algorithm, which may negatively affect the
convergence rate. As an example, the scattering problem involving
a 20λ × 20λ patch discretized with 137,792 unknowns is solved by a
restarted GMRES. The restart parameter is adjusted carefully such
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Solutions of EFIE via transformations into normal equations 2135

Figure 3. (a) Scattering problem involving a wall of 11× 11 perfectly
conducting spheres illuminated by a plane wave. (b) Convergence
histories when the scattering problem is solved with GMRES applied
to the original and transformed matrix equations.

that the maximum memory used by GMRES is limited to 49 MB,
i.e., the amount of memory used by GMRES applied to the normal
equations. Using the restarted GMRES, the number of iterations is
increased to 900 and the solution time is increased 2877 seconds, which
is 27% larger than the processing time of GMRES-NE. Nevertheless,
the transformation into normal equations does not conflict with the
restarting ability of GMRES, and the normal formulations can also
be solved via a restarted GMRES to further limit the memory usage,
and at the same time, to benefit from the favourable properties of the
transformation.

Finally, we present the solution of a scattering problem involving
a wall of perfectly conducting spheres. As depicted in Fig. 3(a), the
wall is a two-dimensional array that consists of 11 × 11 spheres and
it is illuminated by a plane wave with normal incidence (normal to
the plane of the array) at 500 GHz. Spheres have a radius of 0.3 mm
and they are arranged regularly with 1mm periodicity in both x and y
directions. Hence, the overall size of the wall is 5.3×5.3×0.6 mm. The
problem is discretized with 112,530 RWG functions defined on λ/10
triangles. Fig. 3(b) presents convergence histories when the problem
is solved with GMRES applied to the original and transformed matrix
equations. In both cases, 6-level sequential MLFMA is employed
to accelerate the matrix-vector multiplications. For the original
matrix equations, the number of iterations required for less than 10−6

residual error is 429. Transforming the matrix equation increases
the convergence rate and the number of iterations is reduced to 213.
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2136 Ergül and Gürel

Consequently, memory required for GMRES is reduced from 750 MB
to 390 MB, and the total memory (including GMRES and MLFMA)
is reduced from 1447 MB to 1087 MB by solving the normal equation
instead of the original equation.

4. CONCLUSION

Iterative solutions of EFIE can be obtained in fewer iterations with
a simple transformation of the original matrix equations into normal
equations. This way, memory required for the GMRES algorithm is
reduced significantly, even though the solution time is not decreased
by the same amount. The transformation is easy to apply by
using the existing implementations for the ordinary matrix-vector
multiplications. Finally, the proposed transformation is not an
alternative method to preconditioning, and preconditioners that are
useful for the ordinary solutions of EFIE can also be employed to
improve the transformed solutions.
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